Getting started with AI for
commercial underwriting
A primer for insurance leaders
Artificial intelligence is transforming industry after industry, with insurance next in the
firing line. Insurance CEOs face a challenge to guide their companies into the future,
with the talent, tools, and data they need to thrive. At AI_Forum, Cytora’s inaugural
conference, we brought together the brightest minds in the industry to debate the
role of AI in commercial insurance. By starting work today on well defined problems
insurance leaders can create the partnerships and environments that foster the
growth of AI capabilities throughout their organisations.
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01. What is artificial intelligence?
In the opening sessions, AI_Forum attendees discussed what
artificial intelligence might mean for insurance companies.
In artificial intelligence (AI), computers apply statistical learning techniques to find
patterns in complex data. AI can make highly accurate predictions about the world
and make human-like decisions – responding to voice requests, or predicting the
value of a property.
The adoption of AI is generating huge value across industries as diverse as
agriculture, automotive, and finance. Insurance is widely predicted to be next
to benefit.
In insurance, AI can deliver quick and accurate predictions about the insurable
world to help people or machines make decisions. These insights can include
providing missing information about the construction material of a building, or
making predictions about the future cost of an insurance claim.
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02. What major shifts are coming in commercial?
Panelists dissected specific AI-driven shifts in commercial
insurance pricing and beyond.
Insurance is an industry under stress. Consumers increasingly expect seamless
digital experiences similar to their banking apps, or instant credit applications.
Simultaneously, the consumer proposition remains poor; for each £1.00 in premium
paid the customer typically retains just £0.50–0.70 in value via claims, with the
remainder leaking into a chain of broker, insurer, adjustor, and third party. In other
industries where consumer value has been diluted by long value chains, we have
ultimately seen massive technology-driven disruption. AI promises to unlock a
similar transition in insurance.
“I think there’s going to be a revolution. I think it will come in the
next 12–18 months. Consumers will drive it. Every day the technology is
wildy better than what the consumer is being offered.”
— AI_Forum panelist

By enabling insurers to price quickly and accurately, AI will transform the pricing
of smaller commercial risks – first SME, and increasingly midmarket. As these
risks become increasingly commoditised, the industry will increasingly rely on
AI-led models that verify submissions, rank risks by profitability and price policies
adequately. If so, insurers will move to competing more on their ability to attract and
convert business customers. In an extreme form other sources of capital, such as
private equity, threaten to disrupt the inefficient consumer proposition, perhaps via
digital marketplaces that shift the transaction from “buying insurance” to
“selling risk”.
In larger commercial the adoption of AI may take a different form. AI will help
with the thousands of small decision points that ultimately help a client: this might
be image recognition, natural language processing, or data acquisition methods.
Large commercial will also require explainable AI, as underwriters need to explain
to clients what’s driving the outputs, and help them mitigate risk. Whereas the first
wave of AI research brought black box solutions, technologists now focus more on
the explainability of their AI.
“We view this as a product area — producing key drivers to help
explain why a risk is scored the way it is by an AI model. This might
be distance from fire station, or it might be financial health of a
company.”

— Richard Hartley, CEO, Cytora

The increasing commoditisation of commercial risks will also change the role of
broking. Currently, the broker provides advice to the insurance customer, and
information to the insurer so they can price. AI is already being used to gather
data and price independent of the broker submission, and could also be used to
drive insurance advice (in a similar way to how AI is starting to influence medical
diagnosis). In this regard, we’ll see a much greater squeeze on the commoditised
end of the value chain, with brokers moving towards an increasingly advisory role.
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03. Practical steps to implement AI today
Panelists explored the role of insurance leadership in AI
adoption. Based on these discussions we have compiled a
lightweight manifesto for building AI capabilities.
1.

The first thing is to get started. Data, analytics and AI will be a competitive
battleground for insurance. The important thing is to find a problem and start
applying these technologies today. One piece of advice is to go for easy wins –
start at points of the organisation that rely on prediction, look at the data they’re
gathering, and work out what could be improved. Then build a team to tackle the
problem.

2.

Do lots of small things. Many transformation programs are killed by a multiyear
timeline with no benefits seen until the end. Instead, keep goals modular, and build
momentum through a string of small successes. Work out what to achieve first: do
you want to get to a prediction quicker? Or maybe predict at massive scale? Or
perhaps remove repetitive tasks from skilled workers? Constrain these goals to a
set of doable tasks, and then resource them appropriately.

3.

Solve real problems within the business. Applied AI is much more ‘Applied’ than
it is AI (see Case study on page 6). Insurers have traditionally brought technology
specialists in and sit them in a dark room; to be really effective, they need to
interface with the business who will know the right questions to ask. There’s always
a serious temptation to keep new technology as R&D, but by integrating as soon as
possible, insurers are better able to bring the benefits of innovation to the business.

4.

Recognise which problems you shouldn’t solve. Some things don’t make for great
AI problems today. If it’s an emerging risk and there’s no data, AI probably isn’t the
right tool right now. Gather data that might help solve this problem while your teams
secure easier wins elsewhere.

5.

Focus on assembling a data advantage. Insurance delivers value through
prediction. Good data is the fuel of AI. Think about what will happen to the industry
in the next ten years, and have real intent to be the best at data-led prediction, to
win the transition. Companies with richer, better, and larger volumes of data will
have a potent advantage.

6.

Partner with companies that get it. A core set of data scientists is difficult to hire.
Access this capability quickly by working with specialist insurtechs. For example a
number of third party providers offer AI-driven pricing or data enrichment. Working
in partnership also exposes you to powerful data that you might not be able to get
in-house.

7.

Be a champion for AI and technology. Overcoming organisational inertia is a
key challenge. It is easier to get change to happen when people understand the
urgency. CEOs should make their organisations aware of why innovation matters,
and why some uncertainty around change is necessary. Don’t rely on the ‘doers’
to drive innovation projects; leaders should relentlessly champion technology
adoption.

8.

Bring your workforce with you. Adoption by the workforce makes or breaks
innovation projects. It is important to build and skill a workforce appropriately for
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the coming years (see section below). In regards to specific projects, involving the
workforce, and bringing them along on the journey can help to overcome antipathy
to change.
9.

Foster a DNA of data-enabled success. Success is catching. By starting with
solvable prediction problems, insurers will see some wins and end up in the right
place. Some things will be easy wins, and over time an organisational DNA will
develop that helps spread innovation across the company.

04. Developing talent and workforce
The attendees debated how insurance companies can attract, train
and retain the right workforce for the future.
When considering the role of AI in commercial insurance, it is tempting to focus
exclusively on the role of machines. In reality the adoption of AI is almost always
about human capital and talent. AI can automate mundane tasks, and help to
refocus an insurance workforce on where it adds the most value. For an insurer,
this transition includes upskilling existing staff and hiring specialist AI practitioners
and data scientists.
When it comes to attracting data science talent, insurance companies have
significant financial firepower. However, most insurance companies are poor
at collecting and maintaining data in a format that supports sophisticated
analysis. Data scientists find it difficult to solve problems and be successful in this
environment compared with other industries. To hire and retain these people,
insurers must must consider the full spectrum of reward and incentivisation,
including giving people agency to solve genuine business problems, enabling them
to influence data collection and management, and connecting them with the social
purpose of insurance as a means of transferring risk.
“Don’t think of it as IT, otherwise you won’t hire the best people.
Name it data science or software engineering, and incentivise these
people properly.” — AI_Forum panelist

Within the existing workforce, the actuarial profession has by and large already
confronted the need to adopt new techniques. Actuarial knowledge will remain
at the core of any insurance business. Actuaries can learn from the techniques of
data science, and can also help data science practitioners to understand how an
insurance company works.
Underwriting is perhaps further behind in terms of adapting its skills to harness
AI and other emerging technologies. Commercial property has been underwritten
in very traditional ways for years; yet there’s a huge amount of data available on
commercial properties and the people who insure them. As AI is used more widely
to collect and collate this information, underwriters will probably spend less time
on acquiring information, and focus more on actually using it. Successful insurers
will help their underwriters work with this data. Over time, as SME risks become
commoditised, the focus of commercial underwriters will shift towards the unusual
and specialist cases, where experience and good judgment adds the most value.
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05. A note on insurtechs
Attendees shared their experiences of working with insurtechs,
and advice for getting the most from these engagements.
In the past years, technology companies – or insurtechs – have become part of the
insurance industry landscape. For incumbent insurers, working with insurtechs can
catalyse innovation and technology adoption. By working with a large company,
insurtechs learn to refine their proposition and dovetail with the needs of the
incumbent’s live business environment. The larger company learns about the effects
of new technology on their business, and puts itself into a position to buy or build
the right things going forward. These partnerships are mutually beneficial to both
insurtech and incumbent.
“They think in days and weeks, and we think in months and quarters.”
— AI_Forum panelist

A second option is to seek to create a startup-type division within a large company.
However, this brings a huge challenge when it comes to adopting new technology,
changing skill sets, and introducing alternative mindsets into established business
units. The recommended approach is a more agile, MVP-type approach that uses
insurtechs as specialist technology partners, and tests solutions quickly in business
teams. This leads to quick solutions and evolution, bringing the end users all the
way through the journey, and getting them to adapt as they go.
However, many insurtech–insurer partnerships struggle, even in cases when the
incumbent has invested in the insurtech. A key cause is that employees on both
sides of the partnership can find it difficult to adapt to new technologies and ways
of working. Insurtechs also typically live very much hand to mouth, and need
partnerships to develop into mature commercial deals in order to remain viable.
Rather than running endless proofs of concept – a problem identified especially
in European markets – insurance leaders need to recognise that their insurtech
partners need to move fast and to be bolder about driving innovation forward. On
this note, sponsorship from a named member of senior management is absolutely
critical to successful partnership projects. Without this buyin and senior pushes,
these partnerships struggle to work well.
As a note directly to insurtechs, if you’re providing data and analytics to a company,
you need to respect how they’re being used in the industry. You set yourself up for
failure if you think you know better than the incumbents.

06. Taking the first steps to AI underwriting
Insurance is an industry that generates value by making predictions about the
future. AI is a prediction technology that promises to transform commercial
insurance, fundamentally changing customer experience, claims, pricing and
underwriting. Insurance CEOs face a challenge to equip their companies with the
talent, tools, and data they need to thrive. There will be challenges to face along the
way, but CEOs who start working with these technologies now now will have the
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best chance of navigating the transition brought about by data, analytics and AI.
In practical terms, the first thing is to get started with small, achievable tasks. Aim
to solve real problems within the business; conversely, recognise which problems
you lack the data or expertise to solve right now. Work to assemble a strategic
data advantage, and partner with insurtechs to quickly learn about new technology.
Above all, be a champion for AI and technology in your business, and make sure
to bring your workforce with you on the journey. By doing all this you will create a
DNA of innovation that equips your organisation for the future.

Case study. Moving beyond First-In, First-Out submissions
Correctly prioritising submissions helps an underwriter deliver the best results.
When shadowing underwriters, we saw many used a first-in, first-out submission
system. This means submissions are added to a queue, and tackled in the order
they arrive. In this scenario, good business is not prioritised over bad business.
Insurers regularly miss out on good business by not being quick enough to identify
and quote on it.

Underwriters had attempted to solve this problem by pre-evaluating each
submission and assigning it a priority. However, this solution saves little time, as
manually creating the priority list is almost the same effort as deciding whether to
quote the business — an underwriter looking at submissions as they come in takes
almost as much time to assess and rank them as they would to provide a quote in
the first place.
In response, we work with underwriters to build better submission queues. By
plugging into public and proprietary resources, AI can rapidly and reliably collect
information on submissions, and calculate a priority for each based on profitability
and appetite relevance. This results in a submission queue that is ranked by what’s
important to your strategy. As a result, underwriters quickly see, prioritise and
compete for the business they want to win.
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Cytora is a technology company that uses data and artificial intelligence
to transform underwriting for commercial insurance. We work closely
with our customers to introduce AI to their commercial underwriting,
helping teams to underwrite more effectively and deliver fairer prices to
their customers.
Contact us to learn how we can work together.
info@cytora.com

